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In 1959 the Pakistan Academies for Rural Development were established in either wing of the               
country (Peshawar and Comilla). The academies focused on training civil servants to administer a              
developmental state, as opposed to the colonial focus on law and order. In just a few years the Academy                   
at Comilla became well-known globally among development practitioners and social scientists, not for its              
training program, but for the “development laboratory” it had established in the district. Led by Akhter                
Hameed Khan, the Comilla approach was hailed as the new way forward in modernizing rural spaces. The                 
Academy’s novelty lay in its insistence on training organizers from within villages to lead their               
development programs.  

Higher levels of agricultural productivity was the main focus of the program; however family              
planning soon became an important aspect of the Comilla approach. This paper explores why family               
planning occupied an important place in narratives of rural development in Pakistan, and how various               
new methods were used to create model rural communities. Comilla was a place where ideas of Pakistani                 
and American social scientists coalesced, and formed new notions of the family, the rural, and               
development. Through this paper I examine attempts to organize socio-economic relations through family             
planning schemes, and the responses Comilla’s residents to these new narratives. Based on previously              
untapped archival sources, this paper offers a granular reading of how the statist push for family planning                 
under Ayub Khan was implemented and at times, questioned, in a rural community in East Pakistan. 
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She examines the ways through which South Asia became a crucial site for global population control, and                 
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